WALFORD STUDENT
LEADERSHIP
New student leaders share
their vision for their leadership
roles and the challenges they
may face.

WALFORD ON THE WEB
The new Walford website has
been launch with some pages
displayed to tempt you to visit
the new site and the exceptional
video gallery walford.sa.edu.au

WALFORD BOAT LAUNCH
TO BE REMEMBERED
Her Excellency The Honourable
Frances Adamson AC, Governor
of South Australia, launches
Walford's three new rowing boats.
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Year 12 Class 2021.
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be courageous,
be your best!
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Congratulations.
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Scholar ('05).
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2020.
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Champion.
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From the Principal
Rebecca Clarke, Principal

Much has been said and written about the
COVID-19 pandemic these past eighteen months.
As we continue to speculate on the shape our
post-COVID world will take, we can be certain
that schools, organisations and communities
more broadly will need to continue to adapt
and find new ways of being. The opportunity for
inventing and re-creating is vast and compelling.
Whilst the COVID pandemic has provided new
learning for us all it has also highlighted some
of the vast inequities that remain in our world.
Regrettably, women and children are at the
centre of many of these inequalities, enduring
the impact of economic and personal hardship,
whilst remaining under-represented in the
decision-making processes that affect them.
It is not only agility and new learning that will be
needed in a post-COVID world, but brave and
bold leadership to tackle head on, our world’s
inequities and challenges.
Today, more than ever, we need girls’ schools.
They are the places in which aspiration and
ambition for equality are enabled to thrive.
They are the places in which tomorrow’s leaders
will emerge, with an appetite for leading the
change in a proactive, not reactive way, that
will create a better future for everyone.
For us at Walford, it seems unimaginable that
gender would stand in the way of achieving
an outcome you choose to pursue. It is difficult
to imagine the battles many girls face in
communities the world over, in attending
school, let alone participating freely in the
thinking that is encouraged in a contemporary
learning environment.

And yet, this was not always the case historically in
this nation.
When Walford was first founded, it was rare for girls
to study an academic repertoire of subjects. Some did
not attend school at all. University attendance was not
expected, was never assumed and women remained
significantly under-represented well into the mid-1900s.
It was a credit to Walford’s founder, Miss Lydia Adamson,
that our school became one where girls were encouraged
to give everything a go. Girls then and now are encouraged
to develop confidence and belief in their capabilities that
they can achieve whatever they set their minds to in
subjects that are ungendered, and career paths that
are unlimited.
At a time when brave leadership is needed, Walford is
committed to inspiring graduates who become agents
of change, who can respond to the world’s challenges
compassionately, but with the foresight to create a new
narrative about what is possible in the future.
We have remarkable role models to inspire us. We have
dedicated teachers and leaders who are ambitious for
their students. And most importantly, we have a
community who is invested in the empowering culture
of Walford as we work towards a stronger future for
our world and all who are in it.

"Today, more than ever, we need girls’ schools.
They are the places in which aspiration and ambition
for equality are enabled to thrive. They are the
places in which tomorrow’s leaders wil emerge."
Jewell Magazine /2
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"Pam and Rebecca exemplify what it means to be part of our
Walford community and typify the Walford culture.
Their unstinting dedication is a profound example to us all."

From the Council
Peter Hastings, Chair
Walford Council of Governors

So what is Walford’s culture? This is a fiendishly
difficult question. Culture in any organisation is hard
to pin down; often it is easier to define when it goes
wrong or is confused. But, in Walford’s case, there are
some elements of the culture that are easy to identify
and which make Walford the unique place that it is.

Walford is an extraordinary place. For nearly 130 years
it has provided exceptional education to generations
of girls, encouraging each and every student to strive
to be her best. The quality of Walford’s offering is made
possible by the sheer exceptional qualities of not only
the girls themselves, but those who care, guide and
educate them and those who believe so strongly in
the mission of the School that they serve it selflessly.
While the people in this category are too numerous
to describe individually, there are two particularly
wonderful examples that I’d like to mention briefly.
The first is Pamela Martin. After fourteen years
of leading your School Council of Governors Pam
decided to step down as Chair in September of this
year. Pam has led with exceptional skill, dedication,
enthusiasm and a liberal sprinkling of good humour.
Her achievements on Council are legion, including
the significant improvement of facilities under Pam’s
leadership with the Sports Centre, the Ellen Benham
Science Centre, the Design and Technology Centre
and the Parks Playing Fields Pavilion all having been
given life under her tutelage. The Council thanks her
for her guidance and friendship which, fortunately,
will not be lost to Walford just yet as Pam has
selflessly agreed to remain as Deputy Chair of
Council until March 2022.
I hope that I can serve this wonderful school with
the same ability and dignity as Pam.
The other is our Principal, Rebecca Clarke. As you
will know, Rebecca is enjoying well deserved leave
at the moment. But what you might not know is that
Rebecca was recently conferred a prestigious award
for her contribution as an educational leader. The
Australian Council of Educational Leaders (ACEL)
South Australia awarded its Educational Leadership
Medal to Rebecca for her educational leadership
which has influenced educational practice at a
national and international level.
Rebecca’s dedication to Walford, to education more
generally and to women’s issues is inspiring. While
much of what Rebecca does is visible to the School
community (is there an out of hours School event that
Rebecca misses?), much of her advocacy for Walford
and for education is not.
Jewell Magazine /4

Those elements are:
• care, compassion and safety. Walford is a safe and
loving environment. All students are free to speak
up and through the bonds created by care and
compassion we have strength.

Peter Hastings, Chair, Walford Council of Governors

She serves as Chair of the South Australian Branch
of the Association of Heads of Independent Schools
(AHISA) and as a Board member on the Association
of Independent Schools South Australia (AISSA).
She is also an Ambassador for Catherine House,
which provides crisis care to women experiencing
homelessness and assists them to plan for a positive
and fulfilling future.
This substantial workload, Rebecca’s significant
educational achievements and the care and compassion
with which she leads Walford demonstrate how justly
the ACEL Educational Leadership Medal was deserved.
Both Pam and Rebecca exemplify what it means to be
part of our Walford community and typify the Walford
culture. Their unstinting dedication is a profound
example to us all.
It is not by chance that an organisation’s culture
is created. It takes a clear understanding of the
organisation’s values and the constant practise
of those values to establish and maintain any
organisational culture and even more so a “good”
culture. It also takes confident and articulate
leadership, the sort of leadership that leaves you
in no doubt what an institution stands for and
what it will not tolerate. Pam and Rebecca have
individually and as a team demonstrated through
their words, and more importantly, their actions,
cultural leadership at Walford.

• humility. While everyone at Walford strives to
be their best, both students and staff, they do so
without arrogance or boastfulness.
• empowerment. Walford is unashamedly a girls’
school and one which believes in empowerment of,
and respect for, women.
• curiosity and creativity. Walford girls are encouraged
to be curious, to think critically and to learn through
experimentation.
• doing the right thing. It sounds trite, but it is true.
Members of the Walford community believe firmly
in this.
When you sit back and reflect on the culture, you will
no doubt identify other elements too. To me, however,
these elements are what makes Walford so special
and explain, in part, why this institution gets into your
blood like few other institutions do. It also explains why
Walford teachers and other staff are so dedicated to the
School and to the education of Walford girls.

As we approach the end of the year, I’d like to pay
tribute to all the other hardworking staff of Walford
who have ensured this second year of COVID-19 has
proceeded smoothly and with minimal interruption.
I’m not going to pretend it has been easy (but nor am
I going to use the word unprecedented!) and difficult
decisions have had to be made. But those decisions
have been made for the right reasons and everyone
has played their part.
I also like to thank again each of our generous donors
who gave so generously on our Giving Day and who
have brought the Heart of Walford project closer to life.
This important project will transform life on campus for
our students.
While I am reluctant to call out individuals, I do want
to pay tribute to Mandy Hore who has stepped in as
Acting Principal while Rebecca is on leave, and to
Alice Speirs who will act as Head of Senior School
while Georgie West is on maternity leave. We wish
them both well in their roles.
To each and every one of Walford’s wonderful staff, the
Council of Governors gives thanks. To Georgie West,
we wish you joy on your maternity leave. And to
our Year 12s, we wish you every success in the next
chapters of your lives.
Peter Hastings
Chair, Walford Council of Governors

It often amazes me, for example, that Rebecca is only
the eighth Headmistress or Principal of the School in
nearly 130 years. Why? Because education, delivered in
an environment like Walford, really matters. It matters
to the girls Walford educates. It matters to the teachers
who teach them, and the support staff that support
them. It matters to the School leadership. And it
matters to our communities whatever they might be.
Every one of you in the School community should
feel justly proud of your part in living the extraordinary
school culture we have. And every time you talk about
Walford to others, I hope you talk with pride about that
culture and the part it has played in your life.
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Frances Adamson: Swearing-In
Adelaide’s sparkling Spring sky served
as the perfect backdrop to the Swearing-In
of our State’s 36th Governor, Walford Old
Scholar, Ms Frances Adamson on
Thursday 7 October 2021.
In her remarks Ms Adamson reflected that it was a
similar sky she viewed from the plane when she left
Adelaide for Canberra, and a career in diplomacy at
the age of 23, vowing inwardly to return one day to
the State she loved and which she proudly called
home. Who ever could have imagined what the
future held for her at that time!
Engineered by the Premier of South Australia, the
installation event was delivered with class, reflecting
every inch the style and grace of our new Governor.
Ms Natasha Stott Despoja AO emceed the event

with gravitas and good humour, not to mention some
quick quips that had us all smiling, especially when
the official party sought her direction on when to apply
the standing protocol! Kaurna group, Yellaka, meaning
old wisdom, new ways, provided an inspiring Welcome
to Country, which recognised the empowerment of
women who ultimately give us life, as symbolised
with the State’s newest and highest public appointment,
complemented aptly by Ms Adamson’s respectful
acknowledgement of Country delivered in first
language.
Walford was humbled and proud to have been
invited by Ms Adamson to perform the national
anthem. All in attendance were delighted with
the presentation by Annabelle, Dinih, Kristyn,
Jade and Annabelle, led by Mrs Tricia Hart and
Mrs Lara Elsdon.

Ms Adamson’s address was eloquent
and sincere, as she spoke of her
dedication to South Australia and all
people, who she, along with husband
Rod Bunten, promised to support and
empower in all the ways available
within the privilege of the role. As she
commanded a crowd comprising
politicians, community leaders and her
beloved family, no one was left with any
doubt that Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II
has endorsed a loyal and loving servant
to this most honourable role.
The occasion was not without pomp
and ceremony. A mounted police
escort, parade by the Band of the South
Australian Police and Australian Defence
Force Joint Service, 19-gun salute, Royal
Salute and unfurling of the Governor’s
Standard and a fly past were indeed
majestic elements of the occasion.
It was poignant that Ms Adamson took
her oath and swore allegiance on the
King James Bible that had been her
mother’s. The Honourable Jennifer
Cashmore, also an old scholar of Walford
and one of South Australia’s first females
to hold a ministerial position in cabinet,
was present to witness this most special
occasion, as were Frances and Rod’s
daughters, Kathryn and Sophie.
Matthew and Claire were able to watch
the livestream from the UK, along with
Ms Adamson’s sister, Christine and
brother, Reverend Stuart Adamson,
who viewed from lockdown in New
South Wales.
Walford, along with the State of South
Australia congratulate Ms Adamson and
look forward to the inspiring work she
will advance for the public interest. Her
devotion to serving for the greater good
is a living example of our School motto,
Virtute et Veritate.
Rebecca Clarke
Principal
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Walford Leadership
The beginning of Term 3 marked the formal
induction of Walford’s 2021-2022 Student
Leaders. They have since been busy helping
with the Athletics Carnival, organising the
Year 12 Graduation Breakfast and preparing
for the 2022 Lent Campaign. In sharing about
themselves and their roles, it is clear this
team of leaders is ready for the joys and
challenges their term of office will bring.

School Captain
Imke Mentz

What does being School Captain
mean to you?
Being School Captain is an honour I never could
have imagined. Throughout my Term of Office, I hope
to have a positive impact on the School by creating
an inclusive and aspirational student community.

How do you set a good example
as School Captain?
I try to set a good example by staying true to myself,
be this in a rowing boat, doing a maths test, at
Swimming Carnival, singing karaoke at the PTA
barbeque, or reciting the School reading at Assembly.
I aim to make the right decisions for everyone,
even though they might not always be the most
popular decisions.

What are the biggest challenges
about being School Captain?
I think it can be difficult to uphold the expectations
of the role whilst staying true to myself. There will
be times when I will have to remind myself that
I was elected because I am me, not anyone else,
and therefore I should not try to change myself to
be more like previous School Leaders. Our team is
also leading in what has been a different time; COVID
has affected many aspects of our School life, and it is
up to us as leaders to make this new normal as fun
and meaningful as possible.
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What have you enjoyed about
your role so far?

What have you enjoyed about
your role so far?

I have loved getting to know new people in the School
community, by chatting with girls in the School yard,
preparing for the Year 12 Graduation Breakfast and
attending Leadership Workshops.

I have enjoyed connecting with girls from all year
levels and meeting new people. I particularly enjoyed
the RAP (Reconciliation Action Plan) excursion
I attended with Imke.

What are your career plans
long term?

What are your career plans
long term?

I have always loved Science (especially Chemistry) and
Maths, so I hope to pursue these fields when I graduate,
possibly in the form of Medical Science or Biomedical
Engineering. No matter what field I end up working in,
I want to work with people and help those in need.

I want to promote discussions about personal
wellbeing and create a platform where I can
provide information and skills that address this.

What advice would you give
your ten-year-old self?
I would tell myself to worry less about what other
people think and just embrace and enjoy everything
life throws at you. In saying that, I have been very lucky
to grow up in a loving household, surrounded by kind
family and friends so my ten-year old self had a pretty
good life.

Vice Captain
Sophie Lindner

What does being Vice Captain mean to you?
Being Vice Captain means having an important and
unique perspective of the School that gives me the
opportunity to create positive change within the School
community. It means that I have responsibility and
power to promote an inclusive and high achieving
community.

How do you set a good example as a Vice
Captain?
I set a good example through being a role model,
wearing my uniform correctly and modelling
appropriate behaviour. I also set a good example
through the values I hold and the way I carry myself
at School.

What advice would you give
your ten-year-old self?
I would tell my ten-year-old self not to take
everything people say to you to heart and
don’t stress about the little things.

Student Council 2021-2022
Jacqueline Gilbert, Nia Goco,
Ella Hamilton, Adut Kuol,
Lilli Richter, Maddie Walker

What does being a Student Council
member mean to you?
Ella Hamilton: Being a Student Councillor is
an amazing privilege, however, it also requires great
responsibility. As a Student Council member, I am
proud to represent my School and my peers by
leading as a role model for younger students.
In addition, I view my leadership position as an
opportunity to further develop and nurture the
supportive and welcoming environment of the
Walford community.

Maddie Walker: Being a Student Council member
means being a role model for others and ensuring that
everyone feels included and appreciated.

How do you set a good example
as a member of the Student Council?
Jacqueline Gilbert: You do this best through

leading by action and upholding the School’s values,
as well as listening to all students’ opinions and views,
both within the Student Council and in the wider
School community. I also believe that it is important to
take responsibility for my actions and be courageous in
making good decisions.

Lilli Richter: As a Council member it is part of my
duties to act as a role model and set a good example
to not only my peers but to girls across all year levels.
This can be done in a variety of ways, from wearing
the correct uniform to being involved in a range of
co-curricular activities.

What are the biggest challenges
about being a school leader?
Adut Kuol: As a student leader, I will face challenges,
that’s inevitable. Not putting ideas forward because of
the fear of them being rejected is a possible challenge.
Another challenge may be having an idea rejected
which is not an indication of a bad idea, but rather
that it may need to be modified to be truly successful.

Nia Goco: To me, being a Student Council member
does not mean being the perfect leader, it means
being your true self and having the courage to stand
up for others to guide and support students in their
journey at School. It also means having an open mind
when communicating and collaborating with others
and being ready to take on new challenges and
responsibilities.
Jewell Magazine /9
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Walford Leadership
House Captains

Jade Elsdon & Lily Restas (Fletcher):

Isabella Wirth, Isabelle Hobbs, Olivia
Bridgman, Katie Ente, Jade Elsdon, Lily
Restas, Tessa Bennett, Charlotte Catinari,
Macy Brougham, Emily Giotis

We uphold the School’s beliefs and encourage girls to
proudly represent their House. We inspire Fletcher girls
to be their best and participate in House events and try
new things.

What does being a House Captain
mean to you?

We have the ability to make a positive difference by
providing a support system where Murray girls can
come to seek advice or just have a chat. It is important
to set a standard for others to follow and provide a safe
space for girls to voice their opinions, judgement free.

Isabella Wirth (Gordon):

Gordon holds a special place in my heart after being
at Walford since Reception. I have witnessed the close
friendships formed within Gordon: the enjoyment,
inclusion and House spirit. I have learnt what it
means to be part of a team, always participating and
encouraging one another to do your very best.
Every girl in Gordon is valued, and it’s important
they all know this.

Isabelle Hobbs (Gordon): I have been in Gordon

since I was five years old and I feel extremely honoured
to be leading my House. I hope throughout my Term
of Office I can make a positive impact and continue to
foster the amazing, welcoming and fun environment
we have.

How do you set a good example
as a House Captain?
Olivia Bridgman & Katie Ente (Cleland):

We do this by abiding by the School’s values, morals
and rules, being friendly and enthusiastic in the way we
conduct ourselves and getting to know all Cleland girls.
We want to provide an inclusive environment
by treating everyone with respect and kindness.
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Tessa Bennett & Charlotte Catinari (Murray):

What are the biggest challenges
about being a school leader?
Macy Brougham (Prince Rayner):

Balancing school work with leadership planning,
specifically the weekly House meetings, can be difficult.
I choose to prioritise leadership because when I finish
school, I want to remember the great House meeting
we organised, our fantastic efforts at Sports Day and
our brilliant Glee performance. This mindset limits the
challenges I face being a student leader.

Emily Giotis (Prince Rayner):

One of the biggest challenges includes balancing
schoolwork and leadership, this is combatted by my
accountability and effective time management; skills
developed through years of balancing Co-curricular
activities and academic commitments. Another
challenge is overcoming the desire to please every
member of the House, which is overcome by making
difficult decisions and accepting that pleasing the
majority of the House is more important.

Boarding House Prefects

What are the biggest challenges
about being a school leader?

Priya Khosla & Georgia Hill:

One of the biggest challenges is knowing what
is best for the girls in these difficult COVID times.
The Boarding House leaders are supported by our
wonderful supervisors who are there to steer us in
the right direction.

Priya Khosla, Georgia Hill

We set an example for the younger girls and show
them how enjoyable the Boarding House can be. It’s
also important to encourage everyone to be themselves
and be there for everyone as sometimes, especially
during COVID, it can get tough not seeing family.

How do you set a good example
as a leader in the BH?
Priya Khosla & Georgia Hill:

Setting an example of being there for everyone.
Checking in with everyone by seeing how they are
doing really builds a connection and can help solve
some issues along the way.

Boarding House Vice Captain
Maggie Pointon

What does being Boarding House
Vice Captain mean to you?
Being Boarding House Vice Captain means
representing the boarders at events and bringing
forward their ideas to benefit their boarding experience.
This also allows me to be a mentor to the younger girls
and support them through the good times and bad.

How do you set a good example as
a leader in the Boarding House?
I do my best to set a good example by respecting the
other boarders and staff as well as mixing with girls
from different year levels. I also think by showing the
boarding girls the expected manners to be upheld makes
everyone’s time in the Boarding House more enjoyable.

Eliza Wilson

Boarding House Captain
What does being Boarding House
Captain mean to you?
Being Captain of the Boarding House is a very special
privilege and I want to set a high standard for the girls
and I am humbled that they look up to me. I love that
I can make changes in the Boarding House that can
improve a boarder’s experience of her time here.

How do you set a good example as a
leader in the Boarding House?
I try to set a good example as a leader in the Boarding
House by being a friendly person who is always there
for someone in need.

What are the biggest challenges about
being a school leader?
The challenges of being a school leader is making sure
that you are always up for anything. This can be difficult
if you are busy or stressed but I thoroughly enjoy being
a friendly, approachable and reliable person.
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Dear Winter,

Winter Words Festival
Winter Words, Walford’s inaugural
literary festival, organised by Ms Kerri
Proctor, was held on Friday 6 August,
celebrating dance, drama, art, multimodal
presentations and, most importantly,
words. Decorated as a Winter Wonderland,
girls entered the Helen Reid Hall to
see snow falling from the roof tops.

You are so disliked, so misunderstood, you take the
warmth and replace it with your crisp unrelenting
gaze and people cower away into the comfort of their
artificially heated homes. Artificial. That’s how they
think they can make you go away; they heat their
homes to the extent that we forget you’re there.
Artificial. They don’t want your cold, so they change
you to make you accommodate them.

Here they enjoyed recitations of Year 7 poetry,
Emily and Olivia Giotis’s enchanting dance with
ballerinas from Reception and the Year 10 play,
Walford in Winter Time, inspired by archived
letters of Australian WW2 soldiers and poetry of
Walford Old Scholar, Eleanor Jacobs (Wells '36).

But you, Winter, are natural, naturally imperfect and
I’ve come to love that about you. I wait for you every
year, you are not a season but a celebration, you warm
me with your sweet clarity, and I thank you. You surprise
us with snowstorms and rain and lighting and give us
water for our precious crops. You emblazon memories
in my mind of cold winter nights sitting around a bonfire
basking in your cold breeze. As your season goes on,
your days get longer and warmer and I savour you
every day. Without you how can we truly enjoy
Spring and Summer? You are the yin to our annual
yang and there is no splendour in Summer without
your wonderful wickedness, Dear Winter. Your gaze
matches my soul and I dread the day you no longer
visit me.

Students enjoyed a fantastic visual display of
Year 6 poetry, Year 9 letters to Winter, Year 7 50
word stories, Junior School snowball poetry, as well
as artwork, multimodal pieces and Year 8 Winter
photography. The day also had a philanthropical
theme with girls giving warm jumpers and funds
to the South Australian charity, MumKIND. A total
of $685 was raised through gold coin donations.
“Winter Words at Walford Festival is not really a
bout celebrating winter. Rather it is about celebrating
the power of words. Words can create worlds, both
real and imaginary. Words can take us on journeys,
introduce us to new friends, capture special
moments. The ability to use words well is a gift.
A cause for celebration.”
Kerri Proctor, Head of English

Dear Winter, don’t ever leave.
Much love,
Your ever-avid admirer,
Zeina Aljawhari, Year 9

Polar
Smooth, like the glowing undulation in the dim sky

Cold at Heart

Of a truly polar world

Frosted fragility falling,
Captured in time,
Intensity rising, like the sunrise.
Orange, merging into red,
Rough edges, sharp like glass, stark,
Stillness.
White like clouds and crisp icy blue,
Where furious winds blow,
It is tumultuous and unsteady.
Hard to see,
Amongst the icebergs,
The darkness and depth,
With trepidatious steps into
Illuminous
Clarity.

Alana Kneebone, Year 9

Ivy Ogden, Year 9

Or the rippling waves in the sand
The glare is dimmed
The brightness contained
By wispy clouds of heavy white
Spreading, rolling, whispering over hiccups of smoky
charcoal
To dwarf me so, to belittle me to a foreign speck
A foreign speck of beating heat, pulsing in the frozen
depths of cold
A bundle of man-made layers
Never truly ready for the terror
The uncontrollability
The self-assertion
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You loom every year, coming again without fail, you
mask your unforgiving aura with shivering and cold;
you’re cold, you're bitter, you’re relentless, lonely and
pushy. You overstay your welcome every year and
people wish you gone, they wish for your warmer
counterpart, they don’t want you, they want a
different season, a nicer season, a warmer season.

Reflections
Snow falls on the paddock; the lake
is like mirrored glass.
My feet crunch through the fresh snow,
Heading towards the glow of the fire.
Warm embers float above us.
The smell of sweet marshmallows
Wafts through the air while the
Chatter of my family’s voices
Fills my heart.
Audrey Ward, Year 6
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Walford Wellbeing
Let the Sunshine in

Bringing wellbeing to the fore in our School setting is
very important – we need to ensure that our students
have resources (internal and external) to help them to
be cognisant of and overcome challenges and, most
importantly, seize those opportunities that will allow
them to flourish. It is vital that students are hopeful
about their futures, at School and beyond, and know
where and how to seek help if they need.
Walford’s Wellbeing Committee is the ‘lived’ voice and
agency of students who know from their own experiences
the challenges students face and how to confidently
manage them. The committee is currently represented
by 27 students from Years 6 – 12; this large group
indicative of our students’ interest in enhancing
wellbeing in our School.
The committee collects student input to share the
content and skills students want to develop. This
feedback has informed the WEB program and ideas
around improving connection and communication
within the School community has culminated in our
inaugural Wellbeing Week.
Mrs Yvonne Colsey
Wellbeing Week was centred around inclusivity and
making connections, with most of the lunchtime activities
open to all ages to encourage interconnectedness across
year levels. Healthy smoothies, chocolate walkabouts,
positive music and uplifting quotation displays all worked
well to lift spirits. House picnics marked the biggest event
of the week, with many enjoying craft activities and games.
Old Scholar and actor, Lucy Gransbury ('05), addressed
the assembly via Zoom to share how she maintains healthy
wellbeing during stressful periods in the acting industry.
The fun and wisdom continued over the road with Junior
School students contributing to a gratitude-based chalk
wall activity in which they could draw rainbows, flowers or
anything else that came to mind when they thought of the
theme, ‘Let The Sunshine In’.
“It was wonderful to witness the impact of random acts
of kindness on students and staff. Simply witnessing faces
light up provided the committee with so much satisfaction,
knowing we had achieved our goal of fostering positivity,
kindness, inclusivity and interconnectedness within the
Walford community; all of which align with our theme of
'Let the Sunshine In'.
Lucy Threadgold, Year 11
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Enrichment Activities
RoboCup Challenge

Mathematical Adventure

This year Walford’s Year 4/5 Robotics Club
entered their first RoboCup Junior state
competition in the OnStage Challenge
section with the task of constructing
and coding a robot to perform a dance
from Madagascar - The Musical. The
Robotics club met weekly in Term 2 to
build, code and test their robots.

The Year 4/5 Enrichment group as well
as Year 6 and 7 Extension students have
been on an exploratory adventure with
Ms Deb Woodard-Knight and MathsCraft,
a companion to the Australian Curriculum.

At the RoboCup event in Term 3 the girls had time
to troubleshoot with their robots before performing
their dance in front of a judging panel. This was a
nerve-wracking experience for students and they
performed very well under pressure to achieve a
perfect performance without technological glitches.
Isla Yokohara in Year 5 said, “It was fun getting the
lion to creep along but hard trying to time it so that
it would roar in the right spot. I liked making the
colour senses and two motors for arms and legs.”
In learning how to write code and work in a team,
the girls have developed valuable skills for their
future in an increasingly technology-driven world.

RoboCup Participants:
Isla Yokohara
Eden Kelly
Eloise Williams
Alexandra Chong
Nivedita Rao
Leila Thomas
Rose Fay
Thamanna Akash
Ishleen Kaur

Rather than working towards a set checklist of
answers, MathsCraft encourages students to develop
mathematical concepts by using questions to direct
the problem. As a result, students ask “What if...?”
and go on to discover an amazing pattern or surprising
outcome. Students develop skills in mathematical
reasoning, highlighting how mathematicians think,
question and spot patterns. Students also learn
that there is not always an answer to a problem.
MathsCraft sessions cover six problems over a semester
with one problem per lesson. Annabelle Wells in
Year 4 enjoyed “lots of problem solving and looking
for patterns in numbers” and Ishleen Kaur in Year 5,
commented that “using a specific strategy to solve
problems is challenging but working with a partner
helps with this.”
In a MathsCraft competition held later this year,
students will be judged on how they present their
thinking in writing, what they investigate and the depth
of their questioning. We wish our confident and curious
MathsCrafters well as they tackle this new experience.

Coco Bodroghy, Year 4 Teacher

L-R: Harriet Trengove, Madeline Rodgers and Nicole Nguyen with
their awards at the presentation of the 2021 Junior Secondary
Mathematics Enrichment Project.
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Careers Night

With Careers Night hosted online this
year by Legal Studies and Economics
teacher, Ms Alice Speirs, Year 10 girls
had access to informative Q&A sessions
with Old Scholar industry professionals
in Adelaide as well as interstate.
Bethany Phipps (2013), an Optimisation Analyst at
SEEK in Melbourne, dialled in to explain about how
her love of maths at school influenced her university
and career choices. Now loving her work writing
algorithms and using data science, Bethany advised
students to “never stop asking questions because
that’s probably the secret to being good at a job.”

Keynote speaker,
Old Scholar
Toneya Ashby (2011),
explained how juggling
her career as a child
and adolescent clinical
psychologist with a passion
for dance and cheerleading
led her to her starting
Skybound Elite Allstar
Cheerleading gym.

Nurse Unit Manager Sophie Farminer (2006)
found nursing to be more diverse in its career options
than she initially thought. “Saying yes to whatever
opportunity or offer came my way opened many
doors that would have otherwise remained shut.”

Despite being encouraged in school and at university
to follow ‘a sensible plan’ she could never quite forget
her first love of dance. “Even if it’s not what everyone
thinks is clever, even if it doesn’t make you much
money, even if it seems hard or scary or a little bit
impossible, if you’re lucky enough to know what
makes you feel most alive you should do whatever
it takes to pursue it.”

Alexandra Taliangis (2011), a Commercial Analyst
at GoGet Carshare in Sydney, spoke about the
importance of hard work and looking to those above
and around you for advice. “You don’t know what you
don’t know, so rather than having one mentor alone, by
talking to colleagues, friends and managers about your
field of work, you learn more about where your own
skills can fit and where you want your career to go.”

“As you start thinking about the future, don’t be
locked into any particular mindset that says it
has to be one particular career. You’re going
find that as you move from tertiary studies into
professional employment that the lessons you’ve
learnt at Walford: to be brave, to be agile, to take
risks and to back yourself, will hold you in good
stead for whatever pathway you might take.”
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From the Junior School
Exhibition

Learning Journeys

Breakfast Seminar

The PYP Exhibition is the culminating
experience of the International
Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme
(IBPYP). It encourages collaboration
through an in-depth inquiry that allows
students to demonstrate and synthesise
their understanding of the essential
elements (knowledge, concepts, skills,
attitudes, and action) of the PYP. The
Exhibition also provides an opportunity
for Year 5 students to demonstrate
the learner profile attributes that they
have been developing throughout
their engagement with the PYP during
their years in the Junior School, as
well as an opportunity to share this
with the School community.

The Junior School was a hub of excitement when students welcomed
and shared their learning with their parents and special visitors.

Walford was successful in gaining
a Parent Initiative in Education
(PIE) Grant with the support of
the Parent Teacher Association.
This enabled us to invite Madhavi
Nawana Parker, well known
to the Walford community
and Director of Positive Minds
Australia to host a breakfast
seminar for fathers, grandfathers,
special role models and their
daughters/granddaughters/girls.

This year’s Year 5 cohort worked together
to conduct an inquiry around the central
idea, “Maintaining peace and the
resolution of conflict can help humans
live in harmony”. This provided wide
scope for learning opportunities under
the Transdisciplinary theme of “Sharing
the Planet” and the chance to delve
deeply into real life issues or problems.
Congratulations to our Year 5 cohort
who inquired into a range of reallife issues and maturely and expertly
presented their findings and also
the Year 5 teachers Pam Davidson,
Annabel Howard and of course our
wonderful volunteer Mary Smith and
mentors who guided the girls.
One of the important goals of education
is preparation for some of the many
challenges that life presents, and the
Exhibition draws together the skills
and dispositions needed to do this.

Known as the Learning Journey the Junior School girls skilfully guided
their guests through activities that were thoughtfully planned to enable
them to apply their knowledge, explain their thinking and to showcase
their learning. Learning journeys are formal reporting sessions, led by
the students themselves with the teacher in a supporting role. It involves
students demonstrating their understanding in a variety of different
learning situations and across subjects.
This was also a wonderful opportunity for each girl to also demonstrate
and explain their learning in Music, French, Physical Education and
Library and for parents to see our specialist teachers interact with
students.
Listening to the girls share their knowledge, understanding and skills
was heartwarming. They highlighted their strengths and identified areas
that they wished to improve, they set goals and wishes for their future
learning unprompted and were articulate and excited to share. They
took responsibility for their learning outcomes and expertly shared this.
The Junior School team are very proud of the way the girls conducted
themselves. The broad smiles on the girls’ faces also showed how much
they enjoyed sharing their learning and the afternoon.
The Learning Journey is a wonderful example of the PYP in action and
demonstrates both the broad curriculum offering in the Junior School
and the close connection we develop with every student.

Art Exhibition
While participating in Learning Journeys the Junior School community
was able to view our Art Exhibition. Every child from ELC to Year 5
had art pieces displayed. Art helps children develop their creativity,
the ability to work collaboratively, grows confidence and their cultural
awareness and empathy as well as their critical thinking. It also
develops motor and language skills, decision-making, risk-taking skills,
and inventiveness, while providing challenges for learners at all levels.
The broad range of Art highlighted a variety of techniques, materials
and processes and also demonstrated cross curricular learning.
I take this opportunity to also acknowledge our JS Art
specialist Bec Copping and thank her for her artistic input,
flair and creativity and collation of the Exhibition.
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Madhavi spoke of the important
and unique bond between
girls and the male role models
in their lives and that this
relationship helps girls be more
• sociable, confident,
and self-controlled.
• successful at studying and
looking after themselves.
while concurrently acknowledging
that other adult/parent child
relationships are equally as
valuable and that both undoubtedly
bring much joy although at
times frustrations and tears.
Interestingly, research shows that
children seek different advice from
different genders, for example they
seek counsel from males in a more
clinical way and emotional support
and advice on matters of the heart
from mum or other females.
The morning started early as
the sun rose at Parks with a
breakfast and some fun challenges
between families. From a staring
competition, the invention of a
special handshake to sharing
what inspired each other about
the other person there were lots
of fun and very special moments.

We laughed when secrets were
revealed as we shared one thing
we didn’t know about the other!
Madhavi also took the opportunity
to address the adult members
of the room, after the students
were bussed back to school and
had a number of messages
• to notice and empathise
with problems,
• offer reflective listening,
• teach coping skills, and to
• give positive feedback
about courage, confidence
and resilience.
But to ...
• “Keep it BRIEF and when
seeking an outcome or change
• Begin peacefully (Warmth and
rapport before your request)
• Relate to your child (Show
you understand – empathy)
• Interview (Tell me about it)
• Echo back to check you’ve
understood
(It sounds like ... and ...)
• Feedback. Instead of going
straight to ‘hey, this is what
we want you to do!’ show you
know where they are coming
from and that you want to work
together to find a compromise
for both of you”. (Michelle Icard).
The morning concluded with a
challenge for the audience to
plan a 'yes night' and book it into
the calendar. On this night, you
say, 'yes' to everything - with the
exception of two rules, 1. 'Nothing
dangerous or illegal. 2. 'Nothing
costly that hurts the family budget.'
Mandy Hore,
Head of Junior School
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Junior School Science in Focus

Junior School Sports Day
The weather was perfect for the Junior
School Sports Day held at Parks
Playing Field. Our girls had a great time
representing their Houses as they ran
fast, jumped high, threw with gusto
and cheered loudly! Congratulations
to Gordon for winning the shield!
Year 5 student Amelie Gottschutzke raced superbly
and won the Parks Medal. A tradition in its second
year, the Walford Parks Medal is sponsored by the
Kirkby family, whose daughter Lara (2020) is currently
playing soccer at the University of Oregon in the USA.
The 200 metre race is the longest individual event of
the day and is contested by the four fastest runners
in Year 5. Well done to Ellie Williams, Amara Davis
and Ava Farrer who competed strongly right to the
finish line. An outstanding effort by all four athletes.

Be it a dissection or a chemical reaction, there is
always something happening in the Ellen Benham
Science Centre and it can often involve Junior
School students.
The girls enjoy lessons with Head of Science, Ms Maria Caruso.
For Year 5 students, this is a 50-minute weekly lesson through
Terms 1-4, while other year levels have two four-week blocks
with two lessons a week.
Reception students recently explored the characteristics of
living things, visiting the turtles and fish in the pond and looking
at how animals use their senses to survive. Year 2 students
dissected a sheep’s brain to support their Unit of Inquiry,
‘Hands On’. The girls used the microscope to look at neurons
and participated in activities, such as ‘How heavy is the brain?’
Year 4 girls investigated magnetism, friction and electric fields.
This involved experiments such as breaking and mapping
magnetic fields and exploring electrostatic forces with the
Van de Graaff generator.
Each unit focuses on different aspects of foundational science,
such as collecting and displaying data, as well as making
observations, in preparation for the years ahead. As Ms Maria
Caruso explains: “It is always exciting to see Year 6 girls confident
with equipment and ready to increase the complexity of activities,
having developed their knowledge and skills in the Junior years.”
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The Wonder of Early Learners
According to the Oxford Dictionary, ‘wonder’
is the feeling of surprise and admiration
that you have when you see or experience
something beautiful, unusual or unexpected.
Young children own wonder. It is ingrained in their
whole being as they encounter so many experiences
for the very first time, each and every day. A child’s
sense of wonder is very apparent when they
approach something that captivates their attention
and imagination and, when it is encouraged, wonder
supports children to become driven and passionate
learners. As such, the Early Learning teachers are
always on the look-out to create opportunities and
environments that provoke and inspire wonder and
curiosity for our children.
But, every year, as mid-November arrives, there is an
outside force that naturally sparks every child’s sense
of wonder and also gives teachers a ready-made
springboard to motivate learning. This outside force
is of course Christmas!! Once the pageant is over,
there is no turning back. The excitement and sense of
expectation is everywhere, perfect for teachers to take
advantage of and tailor learning experiences that every
child will love.
Whilst it is the ‘man in red’ who inspires much of the
awe and wonder, he also encourages great curiosity
and many questions about why we celebrate Christmas,
why we give presents and what is the real meaning of
this special time. These questions have inspired many
of our own Walford ELC Christmas traditions that
continue to excite us all every year.
As soon as the questions commence I love to lead the
children in an excited unwrapping and introduction to
the figures of the Nativity. Together we share what we
know about the story and the birth of Jesus. Discussion
about the baby and the gift givers usually promotes talk
of Christmas gifts that the children have received or are
hoping to receive, as well as how we show our love and
kindness through our own giving of gifts to others.
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The pride and joy in giving often means that the gifts
that the children make for their parents are rarely kept
secret until Christmas Day! So much love goes into
these gifts that the children are bursting to share them.
Much time is also spent on making decorations and I
know many family Christmas trees are brimming with
creative combinations of pipe cleaners, card and glitter.
We all look forward to decorating the classrooms and
putting up the Christmas tree but the sense of awe
and excitement seen in all children as they watch and
contribute to the increasing spread of tins and food
products underneath the tree for the Mary Magdalene
Centre is especially wonderful. The ELC is very proud
to be able to support the work of the Mary Magdalene
Centre at Christmas and, it shows the children how we
can help others.
The ELC Christmas Party is definitely the most special
ELC Christmas tradition and my favourite event of
the year. This is a very beautiful evening that we are
very much hoping to be able to hold in 2021. The ELC
lawn becomes a picture of festivity as the whole ELC
community dresses up and comes together to join in
celebrating the end of the year together. You can feel
the love and pride all across Adelaide as the children
confidently perform Christmas songs for their families
and friends. But the best thing of all is seeing the
children’s obvious wonder and amazement as the big
man in red himself arrives to wish them all a wonderful
holiday. Anyone who wasn’t feeling Christmassy before
this, certainly is by the end of the evening!
As our year comes to an end and the busyness of
Christmas starts to take over, there is no better place to
be than in the ELC. We only need to look at the children
and take their lead as they teach us about the beauty
and wonder of this special time and how important it is
to stop, look and be amazed.
Wishing you all a ‘wonder filled’ Christmas season.
Charmaine Brooks,
Head of Early Learning
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Walford on the Web

Year 11 student and talented musician Dinih has
been awarded the prestigious Associate in Music,
Australia (AMusA) for violin. Administered by the
AMEB, the Associate Diploma exam involved the
performance of works totalling 40 minutes,
followed by a general knowledge component on
the pieces performed. This achievement is
outstanding recognition of Dinih’s impressive
musicianship and dedication to the violin.
Congratulations!

Our summer Sport Captains attended their first leadership development session today,
presented by World Netball Championships gold medallist and Commonwealth Games silver
medallist Nat von Bertouch. Drawing on her extensive playing experience and time as captain
of the Australian Diamonds and Adelaide Thunderbirds, Nat helped the girls develop goals
and values for their respective teams. We look forward to watching as our Sport Captains
apply what they have learnt for the upcoming season!

It’s a draw! Congratulations to Prince Rayner and Cleland who tied for first place
overall in the House Sport competition. The announcement of the results marked
the end of the 2020 – 2021 House Captains’ time leading their Houses – great
effort girls. The winners for each sport are listed below. Congratulations!
Basketball
Year 6 – Cleland
Middle and Senior combined – Fletcher

Volleyball
Middle – Prince Rayner
Senior – Prince Rayner

Soccer
Middle – Murray
Senior – Prince Rayner

Netball
Middle – Fletcher
Senior – Murray

Walford congratulates Year 9 French language
students Chloé Spears and Emily Richardson,
who recently sat DELF (Diplôme d’Études en
Langue Française) examinations. Emily sat the
DELF A1 examination and Chloé completed the
DELF A2 examination, which is usually offered in
Year 10. Both girls achieved excellent results, and
as the only school in South Australia that offers
students the opportunity to sit DELF
examinations, we are very proud of their efforts!

Walford received impressive results across the Hamann School Mathematics
Competition for Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) Prizes and the
Computational and Algorithmic Thinking (CAT) competition. In the HSMC, Year
6 student Amanda Chan achieved 2nd place overall in the Primary division, and
Year 8 student Penny Rong placed equal 10th overall in the Junior division. In the
CAT Junior division, Year 8 student Olivia Giotis received a High Distinction and
the Best in School Award. These are exceptional results, congratulations!

Congratulations... CLELAND! Athletics Carnival 2021 was a spectacular show of
athleticism, House spirit, teamwork and courage! Ribbons were won and records were
broken, and at the end of the day it was Cleland who won the Archer & Holland Athletic
Sports Shield for the seventh year in a row! Amazing!

The Class of 2021 had their final lessons here at Walford. An Assembly was held to
acknowledge the contribution they have made to Walford throughout their time here,
and at the end of the day the girls enjoyed a celebratory lap around the grounds. Finally,
each girl rang the bell - signifying the end of their schooling journey at Walford.
Congratulations Class of 2021!

Congratulations to Walford student, Ioanna
Vaughan-Jones, who entered the 2021 Australian
Geography Competition and achieved first place for
Year 11 in South Australia! What an incredible result!

Walford students Alexandra and Evangeline
achieved stellar results in the Independent
Primary School Heads of Australia (IPSHA) Junior
Orator of the Year 2021 competition. Alexandra
won the Year 5 division and Evangeline placed
third in the Year 6 division – a fantastic
achievement! The girls spoke confidently on their
topics and did Walford proud. Congratulations!

Walford Junior School students, Alice Robson and Hazel Robson, were delighted
to see their photo in The Advertiser today. The girls joined the Premier of South
Australia at Lot Fourteen, and together they explored the Australian Space
Discovery Centre. When it comes to STEM and our developing space industry,
Walford girls like Alice and Hazel can shoot for the stars!

/walfordschool

/walfordschool

walford.asn.au
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Excellence in Physics
Teaching Award

Welcome Back
It is always a pleasure to welcome Old Scholars back to their School, and especially so when they are becoming
members of the Walford staff. Three Old Scholars are delighted to share a little about themselves and their new
roles at Walford in the short interviews below:

Alice Scott (1989)

Head of Enrolments

What is your favourite
part of your job?
The people – the families, the
staff and the girls. Education
is such a huge family decision
and being part of that
is a real privilege.

What is your vision for
your role at Walford?
Making Walford the girls'
school of choice in Adelaide.

What’s one thing you’re
learning now, and why
is it important?
I’m learning everything at the
moment – from Field Days to
the curriculum to who teaches
what. Most importantly though
- wear comfortable shoes!

What is the best advice
you were ever given?
Who was it from?
I was always encouraged to
read anything and everything
– I can’t credit one person
specifically though.
My boss in 1997 told me to
support Melbourne Football
Club – it’s been a slow burn
but it has finally paid off.

Tabitha Noble (1998)
Senior School Librarian, Flexible
Learning Coordinator and VET
Pathway Coordinator

What is your favourite
part of your job?
I love connecting people with
great books when they need
something to read, assisting with
research questions, challenging
referencing questions, seeking
hard to find information, managing
technology issues or just
providing a safe, comfortable,
and inspiring place to be.

What is your vision for
your role at Walford?
I would love to be further challenged
by girls reading for pleasure;
seeking books, engaging in
discussions about the books that
they love and encouraging those
around them to read more too. A
strong reading culture promotes
enthusiastic learners, communityminded and informed young
people with great imaginations.

What’s one thing you’re
learning now, and why
is it important?
I want to see every Walford girl
have the opportunity to find
the things they are great at and
discover a love of learning.

What is the best advice
you were ever given?
To own my part in every interaction
with others. I am not in control
of other people’s actions and
perspectives, but I can always bring
100% to my half of every relationship.
Of course, I don’t always get it right,
but I think it is a good goal to aim for.
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Jacqui Hayman (1988)
School Shop Assistant

What is your favourite
part of your job?

My favourite part of working in the
Walford Uniform Shop is fitting the
new students ready for school. Some
girls are clearly excited and some are
very nervous. It's nice to be able to
be one of their first dealings with the
school and to help them settle in.

What is your vision for
your role at Walford?

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Walford’s Head of Science,
Maria Caruso, who has been awarded the
Australian Institute of Physics (SA Branch)
2021 Excellence in Teaching Physics Award.
This well deserved award is the result of
nominations by former students, supported
by peers and recognises Maria’s contribution
to STEM, specifically Physics and her
influence on graduates entering the field.
We are very proud of Maria and the work she
continues to undertake to inspire her students
from the Junior School through to Year 12.

I hope to get to know all the
families. It's always been a closeknit school and I am hoping that
by working in the school Shop
I get to know everyone and
help them in any way I can.

What's one thing you're
learning now, and why
is it important?

Coming back to Walford has been
interesting as now I am learning
the other side of how a school runs.
The staff have an extraordinarily
high standard of organisation
and commitment to all the girls.
It has been important for me to
see the effort and dedication the
school has, not just to the girls
but to their whole families.

What is the best advice
you were ever given?
Who was it from?

The best advice I've ever been
given is to always be kind as
you never know what someone
might be going through. What
is a big problem for some may
be very minor to someone else
and it's not up to anyone to
judge. This is something that was
taught to me from my family and
I try to instill in my children.
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Walford Winter Intercols
and Athletics Carnival 2021
AFL

Hockey

Walford Athletics Carnival

The second to last round of the season saw Walford
come up against St Peter's Girls who are their
traditional rivals for Intercol in AFL. St Peter’s is a
Senior A side so this match was always going to be
of the highest difficulty. Walford knew they were going
to be up for a fight. Unfortunately, Walford had to hand
back the shield this year as St Peter’s were just too
strong. However, Mr Mike Morrow (Senior AFL Coach),
was very happy with the Walford teams “never say die”
attitude and the great spirit with which they attacked
the game. Walford played more than 30 girls through
the match and they all applied themselves wonderfully.
Strong performances included Kate Zanker in the Ruck,
Maggie Pointon, Eleni Malandris, Miranda Stahl in
Defence, with Lara Tamke and Charlotte Hurn covering
the ground who were stand-outs in this tough match.

A very good start by Walford ensured pressure against
the St Peter’s Girls defence early in their 2021 Intercol.
After securing their first goal the team went searching
for the next. The second half tightened up and ended up
with both teams having opportunities to score. Walford
ended up winning the Intercol 1 – 0 of which showed
their endeavour to defend their lead while continuing
to attack and seek more scoring opportunities.

The Walford Athletics Carnival was held at Athletics
South Australia at Mile End on Thursday 9 September
in pleasant weather with highly competitive races and
events throughout the day.

Netball

Many records were broken by current students with
some of these very long standing records. Miffy Young
set a new record for Year 11 1500m and Year 11 3000m,
Olivia Giotis set a new record for Year 8 Shot Put and
Year 8 Javelin, Katrina Brokus set a new record for
Year 7 Javelin, Elodie Dunstone a new record for Year
6 Triple Jump, Sadie Proctor broke the record for the
3000m track held by Jodie Dubsky set in 2005 and
Kalani Aston set a new Year 12 High Jump record that
had been held by Arabella Jay since 1999.

Soccer
The Intercol Soccer game was undoubtedly the
highlight of the season. As a result of the preparation
and sheer determination, the girls were able to
dominate the competition winning the match 8-0.
All girls put up a respectable performance during the
match. However, special mentions go to Sara Zanker
for scoring an incredible header and goal from outside
the box which kept our spectators very entertained,
and to Holly Bromley, who was responsible for
assisting a multitude of goals throughout the match.

Badminton
The Badminton A team had an extremely tough
fixture against St Peter’s Girls in 2021 for their
Intercol, with half of the St Peter’s team comprising
current or former State-grade players. Pleasingly,
Walford’s teams were better prepared than last year
and with improving skills were more competitive,
especially in their doubles matches. As Walford’s
badminton program continues to develop they
will become more competitive at Intercol matches
in the coming years and see better results.
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The Senior A/B Squad were fired up and ready
to go on the morning of their Intercol games.
The players all wore bright pink ribbons which
really inspired them into the competitive spirit,
as it is always a fantastic and hard game.
The Senior As played one of their best games for
the season being less than 5 goals behind St Peter’s
Girls at half time. The third quarter saw St Peter’s pull
away on the scoreboard but with an amazing last
quarter, Walford managed to close the gap with the
final score of St Peter’s 54 to Walford 32. All students
should be proud of their efforts and while it did not
go Walford’s way, they stayed strong as a team,
worked together and the players celebrated turnovers,
great goals and outstanding passages of play.
The Senior Bs played a very strong first half with
standout performances from Peyton Lloyd and
Miffy Young. Walford had a very strong defence
led by Yana Chapley, Charlotte Worthley and Aerin
Westwood against St Peter’s extremely dominant
attacking line up. There was some great teamwork
down the court despite some costly turnovers
on Walford’s behalf. Unfortunately, Walford lost
momentum in the last half, but all players kept their
heads high and continued to work hard in full court
defence. Even though the final score was 23 – 32,
it was a competitive and very enjoyable game.

The winners of the Archer Holland Shield for 2021 was
Cleland with 4687 points, 2nd was Prince Rayner with
4222 points, 3rd was Gordon with 3763 points, 4th was
Fletcher with 3410 points and 5th was Murray with
3090 points.

A very big thank you to our out-going Athletics
Captains, Kalani Aston and Dana Oberdan for all their
help during the year as well as the assistance from
our new House Captains from Murray – Tessa Bennett
and Charlotte Catinari, Gordon – Isabelle Hobbs and
Isabella Wirth, Prince Rayner – Macy Brougham and
Emily Giotis, Fletcher – Jade Elsdon and Lily Restas
and Cleland – Olivia Bridgman and Katie Ente.
The Athletics Carnival was a fantastic day led by
some spectacular sporting performances and great
camaraderie shown by all students as they cheered
their Houses to win the Archer Holland Athletic
Sports Shield.
Jamie Bahnisch
Head of Sport

Sports Coaches Wanted!
Walford is seeking expressions of interest from
highly motivated and suitably qualified applicants
for Junior, Middle and Senior School Coaching for
Summer and Winter Sport. Please see Walford
website (Employment) for further details.
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Launch of Rowing Boats
“Nothing compares to messing
about in boats...”
At the launch of the rowing season at West
Lakes, Reverend Gary Hillman, shared a short
tale from Wind in the Willows when Ratty and
Mole discover the joy of boating on the water:
“Believe me my young friends, there is nothing
- absolutely nothing - half so much worth
doing as simply messing about in boats.”
The comment was also supported by the President
of the Rowing Parent Committee, Kathryn Presser,
who made reference to George Pocock, world renown
boat builder, who described the exhilaration of a
good row, “when it all comes together in the right
way.” The gathering on the river bank all agreed
that rowing is indeed an exceptional experience!
The Acting Principal, Mandy Hore, the Chair of
Council, Peter Hastings, Rowing Coach Patrick
Ey, rowing parents, staff and students were spellbound by the address of Her Excellency, Frances
Adamson AC, Governor of South Australia who had
accepted the invitation of the Principal, Rebecca
Clarke. Her Excellency began with a Welcome to
Country delivered expertly in the Kaurna language.

A Quad Four was christened The Richter and a single
scull was named The Catinari in acknowledgement
of the generous support of the Richter and Catinari
families. A Quad Four was also named the Frances
Adamson. Her Excellency christened the boats by
breaking the champagne bottle with a hammer
and Father Gary performed a moving blessing.
Following the official ceremony Her Excellency then
mingled with the rowing students and wished them
all the best for the regattas ahead, especially the
Head of the River in March next year. Walford is very
proud that Her Excellency is also an Old Scholar of
Walford and her interest in and support of rowing will
no doubt give the Walford rowers a lasting boost.
In 2022 Head of the River celebrates its 100th
year since the first race was held in 1922 and
Walford also achieves the milestone of thirty years
of schoolgirl rowing! With the honour of being
the host school next year it is bound to be a very
special regatta, following an exceptional launch.

It was such an honour that Her Excellency was
able to attend the launch of the season and to also
perform the christening of three boats, one of which
carries her name. Her warm and heartfelt address
was inspiring to the experienced and the novice
rowers as Her Excellence described some of her own
experiences as a rower and as the first woman to be
named as Captain of Boats at Adelaide University.
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Cricket at Walford

Walford Women in Law

The first Walford XI walked onto an
inter-school competition cricket
pitch, “alive with enthusiasm”
in the 1975/76 season.

The Old Scholars’ Committee is focussed
on connecting Old cholars through their
reunions and special events program.
Walford Women who are working in Law
were invited to attend a networking event
after work to share their experiences
and to hear from old scholars who are
at different stages of their Law career.

They were ably coached by Doreen Shepherd and
captained by Rosemary Lake. Despite some minor
setbacks including the bowling of eight consecutive
wides in one over, and the purported clean-bowling
of the square-leg umpire, they played their way to
an undefeated opening season. Walford continued
to field cricket teams with varying levels of success
for the next thirty years. By 2005 Walford was
fielding only one team in the ‘Super 8’ competition
and dwindling player numbers meant from 2006
cricket was no longer offered to Walford students.

Walford is very excited for Cricket
to be returning and offered as a
sporting choice for 2021.
Many of the students have participated in Cricket
as part of their HPE Classes in Term 3 where the
growth of Women's Cricket in the WBBL and
success of the Australian Women's Team has
no doubt contributed to such strong interest.

The gathering at Blanc Space Maison was greeted
by the President, Elizabeth Porter ('99), who introduced
a variety of speakers who kept the guests spell-bound.
You could hear a pin drop when speakers,
Pamela Martin ('65), Pia George ('06), Anne Trengove
('88), Steph Geye and Sarah Clarke ('99) provided
mentoring advice based on their experience.
Old Scholar, Rachel Chalmers ('16) was applauded upon
her recent graduation and being selected as a finalist
in the Australian Law Student of the Year Awards.
Delectable canapés were served and lucky door prizes
presented to complete an enthusiastic networking
event. The committee will be presenting more
opportunities for Walford Old Scholars to meet others
in their particular career fields to provide support for
each other. All suggestions are most welcome.

This year will see two teams involved; a Senior Team
competing in the IGSSA Competition played on
Friday afternoons and a Year 3/4 Team competing
in the IPSHA Competition on Wednesday afternoons.
It is the aim in 2022 that Year 5/6 Cricket will be
an addition to commence in Term 1 where we also
hope to grow numbers in our Senior team as well.

The 1975-76 Walford XI
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Old Scholars in the News
Tennis Legend
Jan MacDonald
(Foster 1962)

Walford Old Scholar and tennis coach,
Jan MacDonald (Foster 1962), was recently
inducted into the South Australian Tennis
Legends Club. The Club was established
by Tennis SA to recognise its past and
present international champions of
the game.
Jan was a student at Walford from 1952
to 1962 and during that time she was
an outstanding tennis player. Jan won
the Mary Home-Brown Cup for InterSchool Girls’ Singles in 1962, the first time
Walford had held the trophy for ten years.
In fact, Jan won all age group singles
from Under 12 years to 18 years and was
awarded the highest Walford honour of
a Blue for her achievements in Tennis.
After leaving school, Jan became a full-time
touring tournament player, winning the
SA Wilson Cup 1963-1965. After Jan
qualified as a professional coach she
commenced tennis coaching at Walford in
1974 and has taught the game to hundreds
of Walford girls over the decades, earning
her the reputation of a Walford legend too.

Congratulations to Dr Ishani Kaluthotage
(2011) for being a Young Health Program
One Young World Scholar and Ambassador
for 20/21. Dr Ishani is a volunteer doctor
in remote Papua New Guinea, working to
combat COVID-19 in villages with limited
access to food, roads, flights, healthcare,
and personal protective equipment. She is
also completing her Master of Public Health
and Tropical Medicine degree, and is the
Australian-Papua New Guinea Liaison Officer
for Project Yumi – Bush Dokta, a nongovernment organisation working to improve
health care in rural Papua New Guinea.
Lieutenant Commander Lucy Frauenfelder
(2003) of the Royal Australian Navy has
recently been awarded the Defence Long
Service Medal. She has excelled in many
positions during her service, most recently
as the Maritime Logistics Officer on the
HMAS Arunta II. With the sponsorship
of the Australian Defence Force, Lucy
has been accepted by King’s College
London to undertake a Masters degree.
Congratulations to Rebecca Robinson
(2001) and the company she directs, Adelaide
Green Homes, on winning the 2021 National
Display/Project Home Award for their house
“The Hendrie” at the Housing Industry
Association GreenSmart awards. Rebecca
has been a builder and sight supervisor for
12 years and was awarded an Outstanding
Woman in Construction award in 2018.
Rachel Chalmers (2016) is a finalist in the
2021 Australian Law Awards for Law Student
of the Year. The award recognises the highest
performing students currently enrolled at
university and the winner will be announced
at a gala event in Sydney in December. Rachel
has represented the University of Adelaide
in international moot court competitions and
holds a position on the Adelaide University
Law Student’s Society committee. She was
also valedictorian at her Bachelor of Commerce
graduation ceremony earlier this year.
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Living to 100 years of age is no easy feat and our
Walford Centenarians have lived through many
significant events including the Great Depression, the
Second World War, the creation and implementation
of Medicare and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme,
two Olympic Games hosted in Australia, changes to
the constitution to give Aboriginal people the right to
vote, to own property, and be counted in the census,
the dismissal of the Whitlam government, September
11 attacks and the Bali Bombings, the first female Prime
Minister of Australia, and now the Covid-19 pandemic.

South Australia
in a mixed
doubles team
with Tom Warhurst.
They faced Mr and
Mrs Hopman (of
Hopman Cup fame)
for the Australian
Mixed Doubles
Title, narrowly
losing the match.

When they were students at Walford, Mabel Jewell
Baker was the Headmistress, the House system was
introduced, what is now the Old Hall was built and
extended, and classes were still being held in the Fisher
Street School while other developments were occurring
on the current Unley Road site. The form notes
authored by the class of one of our living centenarians,
Ruth Smith (Prince ‘34), proudly declares “we are Fisher
Street girls now, and enjoy marching over in the ‘croc’
every day”. In 1936, to recognise the completion of the
building works happening at the school, another of
our living centenarians Doreen Bridges (Jacobs ‘33),
donated the Dux of the School honour board that can
still be found in the Old Hall today.

Barbara met her
future husband
Cecil “Boz”
Parsons one
weekend in 1944. He was the brother of her close friend
Flora Parsons, and a bomber pilot in the RAAF. There
was an instant rapport but soon after that first meeting,
the RAAF posted Barbara to Townsville and Boz to
Papua New Guinea. They developed their relationship
by writing to each other until they finally met again in
person in Victoria in 1945. Boz proposed and they were
married in Adelaide in 1947. They spent some time on
Barbara’s family farm in Ardrossan before Boz won a
teaching job at Geelong Grammar and they relocated to
Victoria.

Also in 1936, Barbara Parsons (Cane ‘36), who joined
the list of living Walford Centenarians earlier this year,
started at the School as a boarder. At that time the
sports programs were beginning to flourish. Changes
to the sports uniform, such as discarding the necktie,
raising the hem length, and making the uniform from
a light silk material made it much easier for girls to
play sports of all varieties. Barbara excelled at tennis
and hockey, ultimately taking home the School Cup
for outstanding Sportsmanship in 1938. She was
the Captain of the A Hockey team, played on the A
Tennis team, and won the Walford School Tennis
Championship. She also won the Mary Home Brown
Cup for the inter-school singles tennis championship
in 1937 and 1938. Outside of the school competitions,
Barbara won the South Australian girls’ singles
championship at Memorial Drive in 1936 and 1938.
In her final years at school, Barbara also took on
leadership roles, becoming a House Prefect in 1937,
and both a Boarding House and School Prefect in 1938.
After leaving school Barbara qualified as a physiotherapist
and in 1943, joined the RAAF as their first physiotherapist.
She continued to play tennis and was selected to
represent South Australia on several occasions.
Notably, in 1946 she was selected to represent
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In Victoria, Barbara raised their three children, taught
physical education, and continued to play tennis. She
and Boz also joined the Geelong Golf Club, sharing an
interest in this and many other sports. In 1962 Barbara
joined the Barwon Heads Golf Club and her leadership
skills once again came to the fore. She was the
Women’s Captain for 1975-1978 and was the president
of the Associates Committee from 1983-1985, passing
the Equal Opportunity Laws for the club while she was
in the chair.
Barbara and Boz (who turned 100 in 2019) are still
happily married to each other and are still living just
outside of Geelong. Barbara has said “the fact we enjoy
doing the same things, had lots of great friends, and
made many happy memories, has definitely led to a
very content life and marriage”.
We congratulate all our Walford Centenarians who
have achieved this marvellous milestone and if you
know of any Old Scholars who have recently or are
about to reach their 100th birthday, we would love to
hear from you.
Eleanor Adams,
Archivist

1956 Birthday Reunion

Happy Birthday to
Walford Old Scholars
1956

1956

Celebrating our Centenarians

A very special reunion was attended
by seventeen Walford Old Scholars
from 1956 (Year 10) as a celebration
of their 80th birthdays.

The old scholars who have remained
friends, met at Damien on Fisher Street
for a superb lunch including birthday
cake. Each guest received a small gift
from the School to acknowledge the
achievement of the milestone birthday.
The Principal, Rebecca Clarke, called
in with best wishes from Walford and
also to thank Margaret Southwell for
convening the event and organising
the birthday celebrations.
The photograph of the reunion group
was taken by the Principal on Saturday
7 July 2021. The schooldays photo from
the Walford Archives show some of the
same Old Scholars who were prefects in
1958. Many Old Scholars will recognise
Walford staff member and teacher
of French, Miss Barbara Walter, who
commenced her teaching career in 1967.
Happy Birthday to all our
Old Scholars from 1956!
Jean Thomas, family and friends walking in Netherby during WW II.
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Walford Staff
Fond Farewells
To Walford Staff

Galia Palenschus
(6 July 1943 – 23 August 2021)
Galia Palenschus taught history at Walford from 1998-2005
and became Head of history when the position was
created. A true academic, Galia’s passion for history saw
her 2001 Australian History class earn 6 merits from a class
of 12. Throughout her teaching years, Galia encouraged her
students to enter the National History competition and gain
real-life experience as historians by engaging with local
history and primary sources.
Kind-hearted, professional and caring, Galia gained
much satisfaction from mentoring her students and
helping those who were struggling enjoy success.
“Galia became a highly respected teacher in Adelaide
senior schools with her main teaching posts at Woodlands
and Walford. Such was her reputation, that she was
recognised and approached by a Professor of History
at Adelaide University who invited her to develop the
first Australian History curriculum to be taught in senior
secondary schools. While British and European History
had dominated school curriculums, Galia enlivened
students’ minds to Australia’s own history, with students
learning about Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
peoples’ history and culture, about pioneering women,
our bush and ANZAC legends and really giving her
students a sense of their own country’s unique history.”
An excerpt from Galia’s eulogy
by her daughter, Johanna Palenschus
(Vice Captain of the School, 2000).

Old Scholars'
Golf Day
Walford hosted old scholars from Annesley,
Wilderness, Seymour and Woodlands for the annual
Tournament held at Royal Adelaide Golf Club.
Convenors, Simone Perks (’86) and Ali White (’69)
welcomed the Acting Principal, Mandy Hore, to the
lunch and presentation of the prizes.
The results for Walford:
Runner-up for Individual Stableford with 32 points:
- Libby Broomhead.
Winner for Individual Stableford with 34 points:
- Ali White.
Winning team with 29 Stableford points:
- Ali White, Jan Beasley and Libby Broomhead.
Walford took out the Ingrid Esau trophy which
is awarded to the school with the best score on
the day!!
Ali White was the inaugural winner of the
Ann Saunders trophy for the best score on the
day by a Walford player. The perpetual trophy
which was donated by the Walford Old Scholars’
Association, is presented in memory of Ann,
who loved the game of golf and organised the
Tournament for many, many years. The convenors
are seeking more Walford Old Scholars to join in
the fun of the Golf Day next year.

Walford
Reunions
40-Year Reunion

30-Year Reunion

Simone Perks, Golf Convenor

Anne Miller-Arnold
(17 January 1940 - 23 July 2021)
Anne Miller-Arnold taught English at Walford from 1999 to
2004 during which time she taught English to middle and
senior students. Anne particularly enjoyed teaching Year
12 English Communications and Year 12 English Studies,
sharing her love and knowledge of Shakespeare, the
Romantic poets and contemporary literature. With a small
but sharpened pencil in hand, Anne would often be seen
helping students with essay writing at lunch time and many
of her students achieved merits at Year 12 as well as prizes
in the Young Writers Award. Anne challenged her students
to aim high, think for themselves, and write creatively.
“Teaching was Mum’s passion, weaving her intellectual
magic from London to Australia, excelling at Croydon High
School and later at Westminster School as Head of English,
and finally thriving at Walford. But a chronology of Mum’s
vocational placements shines no deserved light on the
devotion she bestowed upon her beloved students, and
the love returned.”
An excerpt from Anne’s eulogy by her son,
Justin Miller.
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20-Year Reunion

Above: L-R: Golf Champions,
Simone Perks. Jill MacDonald,
Jan Beasley, Ali White and
Libby Broomhead, presented
with the Ingrid Esau trophy
for the best score on the day.

Left: Ali White, best score
on the day, receives the
Ann Saunders trophy.
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The Walford Street Library is “a symbol of trust and hope
- a tiny vestibule of literary happiness "is a way of keeping the memory of Alison alive at Walford
and we look forward to seeing it enjoyed by all."
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New Starts. Fond Memories.

Walford Street Library

Births
Pia Nowland (’05) a son, Walter Sonny Dinnen
on 29 March 2021
Alexandra Goldsworthy (’99) a son, Omar Lawrence Ali
on 1 April 2020 (photo), a sister to Olive
Tori Hobby (’07) a son, Patrick (Paddy) James
on 2 June 2021
Josephine Zotti (Staff member) a son, Sebastian Enzo
Sicolo on 15 June 2021
Lucy Gransbury (’05) a daughter, Ella Rose Ashley
on 7 December 2020
Alexia Aslanidis (’07) a daughter, Grace Cuthbertson
on 18 June 2021
Amanda Witford (’05) a daughter, Eleanor Baumann
on 27 October 2020

Lucy Gransbury's daughter Ella

Alexandra Goldsworthy's son Omar

Vanessa Lambert (Robinson ’05) a son, Hunter William
Lamberton 19 August 2021
Jade Harvey (Stoganoff ’05) a daughter, Margot Rose
on 10 November 2021

Weddings
See Hwa Kim married in Korea in 2019 attended by
Laura Siebels, Martine van Reesema and Angie Jou
who all travelled to Korea to be part of the wedding.
“It was just like old times when we were at Walford.”

Street Library for Alison Kolodjiez

Farewells

Those who knew Mrs Alison Kolodjiez, Senior School Librarian at
Walford from 1998-2019, would remember her love for books, not only
reading but the sharing of them. Students were not allowed to leave
the library empty-handed after a lively book chat with Mrs Kolodziej
and she did nothing to refute their claim that she had read everything
on the shelves. Alison read widely and loved historical fiction, memoirs
(especially about France) and enjoyed many contemporary classics as
well as teenage fiction novels. The Harry Potter series, The Book Thief,
The Museum of Extraordinary Things and The Hundred Year Old Man
Who Climbed Out the Window were just some of her favourite titles.

Elizabeth Mary Pitcher (’49)
on 19 March 2021, a sister to Helen Phillips (Pitcher ’50)
and Joan Paroissien (’Pitcher ‘53)
Davina Christina Nicholas (’60)
on 7 June 2020, a sister to Merrilyn Dennis (Nicholas ’55)
and Wendy Nicholas-Smith (’59)

The wedding of See Hwa Kim, in Korea

Gillian Phillips (Baker ’53)
on 18 June 2021- niece of Mabel Jewell Baker
(Walford Headmistress 1917-1955)
Judith Dyson (Paternoster ’64)
on 11 July 2021

To honour the life of Alison and her passion for reading, a street library
has been donated to the School by the Staff Social Committee and
painted by Head of Visual Arts, Ms Emily Button and Art Teacher,
Mrs Margo Hanka. The Street Library positioned outside the
Morrison Building, is an invitation for all to share the joys of reading
within the Walford community. Students, staff and parents can
take what interests them and either return it or pass it on to others.
This Street Library, “a symbol of trust and hope - a tiny vestibule
of literary happiness -” is a way of keeping the memory of Alison
alive at Walford and we look forward to seeing it enjoyed by all.

Anne Miller-Arnold (Walford English Teacher ’99 -’11)
on 23 July 2021
Nancy Brady OAM (Douglas-Irving ’86)
on 1 August 2021
Galia Palenschus (Walford History Teacher ’98-06)
on 23 August 2021
Taylor Mills (’10)
on 11 September 2021
Sarah Thomas (’01)
on 22 September 2021, daughter of Jenny Thomas
and sister to Alice and Sophie.

Josephine Zotti and son Sebastian

Pia Nowland and son Walter

Acquisitions to
the Archives
Thank you to all our Old Scholars and
their families for their kind donations
to the Walford Archives.
Beverly Scaggs, daughter of
Claudia Lilian (Lily) Ward (1921), a
photograph of Lily and her friend
Phyl in their Walford uniforms, along
with Lily’s serviette ring, and hat
band and badge.
John Lawton, brother of
Christine (Tina) Lawton (1958),
clippings from The Australian
Women’s Weekly regarding Tina’s
career as one of the most soughtafter folksingers in Australia
Harriet Houghton, daughter of
Helen Seager (1918), a copy her book
“Hell’s Bells and Panther Tracks: the
rich legacy of Helen Seager
(1900-1981)”.
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